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Vulnerable maximizers: The role of decision difficulty
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Abstract

Adding to prior literature that has examined the relationship between maximization and dissatisfaction, the present research

suggests that maximizers, as defined by the original maximization scale, are unhappier decision makers than satisficers because

maximizers fail to adequately handle dissonant experiences. Throughout three studies that use different conceptualization and

measurement of maximization, we show that maximizers are more vulnerable to negative feedback about one’s choice such that

they decrease positivity toward the chosen option to a greater level than satisficers. However, this effect was mainly driven by the

decision difficulty factor in the conceptualization of maximization. When decision difficulty was conceptualized as a defining

component of maximization (Study 1 and 2), “maximizers” show greater positivity drop in the face of negative feedback.

However, in the absence of a decision difficulty component, a recently proposed two-component model of maximization

(the goal to get the best and search for alternatives; Cheek & Schwartz, 2016) did not play a significant role in predicting

positivity drop, while perceived decision difficulty did (Study 3). Together our findings suggest that previously reported

contradictory outcomes of maximization may be due to inconsistent conceptualization and measurement, especially treating

decision difficulty as a defining component of maximization.
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1 Introduction

Imagine the following scenario: Two consumers are buying

a new wireless mouse. Max wants the “best” mouse he

could ever find. It took hours for him to compare all the

different alternatives then finally he picked one, though it

was quite difficult for him to make a decision. But since

he was not sure whether the mouse he just bought was the

right one or not, he kept worrying that he might regret his

choice later. When he got home, Max wanted to take a look

at what others thought of the mouse that he bought. After

reading several negative customer reviews, Max started to

dislike the product and deeply regretted his choice. Sam, on

the other hand, also bought a mouse but did not take much

time to make a purchase. She just followed her gut feelings

and chose one mouse that she thought “good enough”. Sam

also saw negative reviews about the mouse afterwards, but

she did not care as much as Max did.

What made Max and Sam respond differently to the same

situation? Why was Max more regretful and disappointed

after reading negative reviews while Sam was not? We

posit that consumers’ ability to manage post-decision regret

and disappointment following cognitive and affective disso-

nance can be influenced by what kind of decision goals and

strategies they pursue during the choice process, namely,
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maximizing and satisficing.

Maximizers are those who seek the “best possible” option

when making a decision (such as Max), whereas satisficers

are those who are satisfied with a “good enough” option (such

as Sam). Ironically, while maximizers set out to obtain the

best option and generally do objectively end up with better

outcomes (Iyengar, Wells & Schwartz, 2006), a body of re-

search suggests that maximizers are often less satisfied with

their decision outcomes and lives in general compared to sat-

isficers (Dar-Nimrod et al., 2009; Iyengar et al., 2006; Levav,

Reinholtz & Lin, 2012; Ma & Roese, 2014; Schwartz et al.,

2002). In the above scenario, Max, a typical maximizer,

not only liked the product he bought less but also ended up

unhappy and regretful after reading a negative review. Sam,

on the other hand, being a satisficer, remained quite indiffer-

ent about her choice even though she also received negative

feedback about it. Where does this difference come from?

While prior researchers have pointed to maximizers’ ten-

dencies toward regret, upward social comparison, decision

incompetence, and correlations with neuroticism and per-

fectionism as possible reasons for why maximizers are less

happy than satisficers (Parker, De Bruin & Fischhoff, 2007;

Purvis, Howell & Iyer, 2011; Schwartz et al., 2002), we

identify another possible explanation for this: vulnerability

to dissonant experiences.

Throughout this paper, we illustrate that maximizers, as

originally defined (e.g., Nenkov et al., 2008; Rim, Turner,

Betz & Nygren, 2011; Schwartz et al., 2002; Turner, Rim,

Betz & Nygren, 2012), are more vulnerable than satisfi-

cers when facing dissonant feedback, such that the degree

to which maximizers decrease their post-choice positivity
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toward their choice is greater than satisficers following neg-

ative feedback. In addition, we demonstrate that maximizers’

vulnerability is attributable to their experience of decision

difficulty and lack of choice confidence during the decision

process. Litt and Tormala (2010) found that when people

go through a difficult decision process (i.e., choosing one

option among similarly attractive options), the “fragile en-

hancement effect” occurs. That is, consumers exaggerate

their satisfaction toward their initial choice in order to jus-

tify their difficult decision but this positivity gets immedi-

ately decreased after reading negative reviews of their chosen

product, due to their original uncertainty about whether the

decision was good or not. Building on Litt and Tormala’s

(2010) findings, we argue that it is the perceived decision

difficulty that drives maximizers to feel uncertain about their

choice and regret, resulting in positivity collapse in the face

of dissonant experiences (i.e., post-attack positivity drop).

This positivity drop ultimately causes greater dissatisfaction

and disappointment for maximizers following cognitive and

affective dissonance (i.e., receiving negative feedback about

their choice), but not for satisficers. Consequently, we argue

that this positivity drop can help explain why maximizers are

generally known to be unfortunate decision makers. Further,

because the fragile enhancement effect and consequent pos-

itivity drop is related to decision difficulty, our inquiry also

provides insight into the nature of maximization, particularly

with respect to its relationship with decision difficulty.

2 Theoretical background

2.1 Maximization, perceived decision diffi-

culty, and attitude certainty

When a decision process seems difficult, consumers show

various behavioral outcomes (see Broniarczyk & Griffin,

2014, for a review). For example, consumers avoid making a

choice per se (Anderson, 2003), delay an immediate decision

(Greenleaf & Lehmann, 1995), or just simplify choice pro-

cesses (Lenton & Francesconi, 2010; Payne, 1976). Above

all, the most apparent and immediate consequence that a

difficult decision brings to consumers may be a feeling of

uncertainty. For example, when consumers are faced with

a large set of choice assortments, they find choosing one

among them so difficult that it compromises their confi-

dence and satisfaction with their choice and heightens regret

(Iyengar & Lepper, 2000). Another example can be found

from Rim’s (2012) study where those who chronically per-

ceive decision processs as difficult showed lower levels of

confidence toward their choices. Also, as mentioned above,

decision difficulty increases attitude uncertainty toward the

choice, eventually causing consumers to be trapped in a pos-

itivity bubble that may last for only a short period of time

(Litt & Tormala, 2010).

Some researchers have also discussed the relationship be-

tween perceived decision difficulty and use of a maximiza-

tion goal and strategy. Schwartz and his colleagues’ (2002)

original conceptualization of maximization entails the idea

that maximizers have high standards in their decision; they

consider as many options as possible; and they have great

difficulty in making a choice. Nenkov et al. (2008) found

that maximizers, so defined, also reported that they felt more

difficulty in making a choice than satisficers. In the same

study, participants with a higher maximization tendency took

more time in making a final decision and considered more

options (Nenkov et al., 2008); these results provides indirect

evidence of maximizers’ decision difficulty.

Maximizers’ tendency to perceive a decision as difficult is

likely to decrease their confidence in making a choice as well

as their attitude certainty toward their decision. For instance,

maximizers are not easily committed to the final choice and

they want to keep their decision as open as possible so that

they can change their mind whenever they want (Sparks,

Ehrlinger & Eibach, 2012). Indeed, maximizers show more

preference for reversing the original purchase decision under

time constraint than satisficers (Chowdhury, Ratneshwar &

Mohanty, 2009). Also, excessive information processing,

in which maximizers are engaged, is one of many indica-

tors that maximizers are not entirely sure of their decision

(Dar-Nimrod et al., 2009; Iyengar et al., 2006; Nenkov et

al., 2008; Polman, 2010). Thus, existing literature suggests

that maximizers feel uncertain about their final decision due

to perceived decision difficulty. We argue that this uncer-

tainty, in turn, has implications for how maximizers process

subsequent feedback about their choice.

Past literature on attitude certainty (see Tormala & Rucker,

2007, for a review), referred to as “a subjective sense of con-

viction,” suggests that the more certain one’s attitude toward

an object is, the more resistant people become to an attack

and the less information processing occurs. If someone holds

a firm and confident attitude toward something, this subjec-

tive feeling of certainty makes his opinion look valid. As a

result, people become more resistant to accepting additional

information that counters their previous opinion or attitude.

Given that maximizers are less likely to hold such subjec-

tive feelings of certainty, they may have lower resistance to

counter-attitudinal information. Thus, when facing nega-

tive feedback about their choice, maximizers may be more

susceptible to attack and more readily accept this counter-

attitudinal information.

Past research on maximization also supports the notion

of vulnerable maximizers. Since maximizers frequently fret

whether their choice was the best one, they also become

alert to negative feedback about their choice. Schwartz et al.

(2002) emphasized how important a maximizers’ choice is

to them because their choice implies their ability to make an

optimal decision. Schwartz and his colleagues argued that

maximizers take the outcome of their choice as “convey-
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ing information about the self” whereas for satisficers, the

outcome only tells about the quality of their choice. There-

fore, when maximizers receive negative feedback about their

choice, it would act as a signal that they have made a wrong

decision which would harm maximizers’ self-concept, caus-

ing a greater amount of dissonance. For satisficers, on the

other hand, negative feedback is less likely to tell some-

thing about their personal incompetence in decision making,

thereby enabling them to be less susceptible to dissonant

feedback.

As a whole, these arguments suggest that maximizers are

clumsy in reducing dissonance because they generally find

a decision process difficult whenever they make a choice,

and this decision difficulty leads to attitude uncertainty to-

ward their choice and heightened regret, which ultimately

bring about vulnerability to dissonant experiences such as

negative feedback about their chosen option. This vulnera-

bility would be reflected in differences of positivity toward a

chosen option between before and after maximizers receive

dissonant feedback. If people are vulnerable to negative

feedback about their choices, they would decrease initial lik-

ing toward a chosen option to a greater amount. Thus, we

predict:

H1: Maximizers (vs. satisficers) are more vulnerable

to dissonant feedback about their chosen option, such that

they decrease post-attack positivity toward their choice to a

greater amount (i.e., greater positivity drop) than satisficers.

2.2 Maximization and the role of decision dif-

ficulty

As discussed above, maximizers’ experience of decision dif-

ficulty during a choice process seems evident from the pre-

vious literature (e.g., Nenkov et al., 2008). However, it is

worthwhile to note that most of the previous research con-

ceptualized maximizers as those who feel decision difficulty

(e.g., Misuraca, Faraci, Gangemi, Carmeci & Miceli, 2015;

Nenkov et al., 2008; Richardson, Ye, Ege, Suh & Rice, 2014;

Schwartz et al., 2002; Turner et al., 2012) while others ar-

gued that desiring the best choice, having high standards,

or searching many alternatives are the defining features of

maximizers (e.g., Dalal, Diab, Zhu & Hwang, 2015; Diab,

Gillespie & Highhouse, 2008; Lai, 2010; Weinhardt, Morse

& Chimeli, 2012). If, by definition, maximizing is measured

by the degree to which a person experiences decision diffi-

culty, then it would not be surprising that maximizers report

high levels of decision difficulty.

Original conceptualization of maximization by Simon

(1955, 1956) entails the idea of optimization of the choice

and exhaustive search of possible alternatives. In line with

this very original proposition, Cheek and Schwartz (2016)

suggested a two-component model of maximization. Ac-

cording to this model, the maximization construct is best

understood as having two components, namely, a maximiza-

tion goal of choosing the best and a maximization strategy

of extensive search for alternatives. They also called for a

clarification by arguing that outcomes of maximization such

as decision difficulty or regret should not be a part of the

maximization construct. Inclusion of outcomes into a con-

struct can hamper its construct validity, making it hard to

distinguish between causes and consequences.

Because most past research has treated decision difficulty

as a defining component of maximization, previously known

consequences of maximization (e.g., lower life satisfaction,

less subjective well-being) might have been misidentified.

Indeed, depending on how maximizers are conceptualized

and measured, outcomes of maximization can be either frus-

tratingly maladaptive (e.g., less well adjusted, Chang et al.,

2011; at risk for clinical depression and suicidal ideation,

Bruine de Bruin, Dombrovski, Parker & Szanto, 2016) or

generally normal (e.g., equal levels of happiness as satis-

ficers; Dalal et al., 2015; Diab et al., 2008). In addition,

because past research relied on a composite score of max-

imization, which is actually comprised of possibly distinct

dimensions such as alternative search and desire for the best

option, there has been little exploration as to whether in-

dividual subcomponents of maximization lead to different

outcomes of maximization.

Common ground is that maladaptive outcomes have been

found mostly when decision difficulty is included in the mea-

surement of maximization (e.g., Nenkov et al., 2008; Rim

et al., 2011; Schwartz et al., 2002; Turner et al., 2012).

One might wonder whether maximization in the absence of

a decision difficulty component still leads to maladaptive

consequences. Therefore, another aim of our study is to ex-

plore the relationship of decision difficulty to outcomes of

maximization.

Because our theoretical argument about the impact of

negative feedback on maximizers vs. satisficers involves as-

pects of decision difficulty, our research question allows us

to investigate implications of different conceptualizations

of maximization that have been proposed in the literature.

More specifically, we can make more nuanced predictions

regarding H1 (i.e., that maximizers are more vulnerable than

satisficers to dissonant feedback). If maximizers are con-

ceptualized as those who feel decision difficulty, then the

difference predicted in H1 should be observed and this effect

should be driven mainly by the decision difficulty component

of maximization. However, if decision difficulty is concep-

tualized as, at best, an outcome of maximization, as it is

by the two-component model of maximization (Cheek and

Schwartz 2016), then the difference predicted in H1 should

not be observed; rather, only perceived decision difficulty

(measured as an outcome of maximization) will predict the

positivity drop. To formally state,

H2: Maximizers’ vulnerability to dissonant feedback

about their choice will be driven by a decision difficulty

component.
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To test our hypotheses, we used different conceptual-

izations and measurements of maximization in each study.

Study 1 used the Maximization Scale (MS) by Schwartz

et al. (2002) which treats maximizing as a unidimensional

construct. Study 2 used Turner et al.’s (2012) Maximiza-

tion Inventory, which consists of a separate satisficing scale

in addition to the maximization scale. Study 3 used in-

dividual subscales following Cheek and Schwartz’s (2016)

recommendation, according to their two-component model

of maximization. Across all three studies, we find that maxi-

mizers are indeed vulnerable to negative feedback about their

choice, but only when decision difficulty plays a significant

role.

Together, these findings help highlight the impact of de-

cision difficulty on outcomes of maximization. In addition,

these findings suggest that some negative and maladaptive

effects of maximization previously identified in the past lit-

erature could be due to decision difficulty.

3 Study 1: Maximization Scale

(Schwartz et al. 2002)

Study 1 provides an initial test as to whether maximizers

are more vulnerable to dissonant feedback about their cho-

sen option than satisficers. Study 1 used the Maximization

Scale (MS) by Schwartz et al. (2002). MS consists of three

subscales: high standards (HS), decision difficulty (DD),

and alternative search (AS). MS has been treated as a uni-

tary scale where higher scores of MS refer to maximizing

and lower scores refer to satisficing. We analyzed the impact

of both a composite score of maximization and individual

components of maximization on the positivity drop follow-

ing dissonant feedback. Since MS conceptualizes maximiz-

ers as those who feel decision difficulty, we expect that a

higher composite score of MS will predict a greater positiv-

ity drop (H1) and this effect will be mainly driven by the DD

component of maximization (H2).

3.1 Method

Participants. A total of ninety-nine online panelists from

Amazon Mechanical Turk participated in Study 1 (Mean

age, 38.23 years, 42.9% males).

Procedure and Measures. To examine maximizers’

vulnerability to negative feedback about their choice, we

adapted the procedure used by Litt and Tormala (2010). Par-

ticipants were told that the purpose of the study was to learn

how consumer decisions are made. To prompt their active

participation in making a choice, participants were asked

to imagine that they were to replace an old, malfunctioning

wired mouse with a new wireless mouse, and that they had

narrowed down their decision to six mice. Six computer

mice were presented, along with the brand names (Log-

itech, Microsoft, and HP; two of each), brief descriptions,

prices, weights, battery, and warranty information (see the

supplement). Attribute descriptions were pretested so that

each of the six mice had equally attractive features and no

mouse was favored. Specific model names were not pre-

sented to participants but instead letters were used to indicate

each model (e.g., Logitech A); the set contained two models

for each of the three brands (for a total of 6 mice). Partici-

pants’ task was to carefully consider the attribute information

and choose one mouse that they would like to buy.

After making a choice, participants were asked to indi-

cate the degree to which they liked their chosen mouse on

a 9-point Likert-type scale (1=dislike extremely, 9=like ex-

tremely), which served as a pre-attack positivity rating.

A brief filler task was given before presenting a negative

review, in order to reduce the potential problem of demand

characteristics. After completing the filler task, participants

were asked to imagine that they decided to take a look at

what others think of the mouse they had chosen, and they

found that some customers left negative opinions about it.

Then a negative review was presented. After reading the

negative customer review, participants were asked to report

how much they liked the chosen mouse now on the same

9-point scale, which served as a post-attack positivity rating.

The score difference between pre-attack and post-attack pos-

itivity ratings served as the measure of positivity drop (i.e.,

pre-attack – post-attack positivity).

Finally, individual differences of maximizing tendencies

were measured with the maximization scale (Schwartz et

al., 2002). This 13-item maximization scale has a three-

factor structure (Nenkov et al., 2008): alternative search

(6-item), decision difficulty (4-item), and high standards (3-

item). For each item, participants indicated the degree to

which they agreed or disagreed with the sentence on a 7-point

scale (1=Strongly disagree, 7=Strongly agree). A composite

maximization score showed acceptable reliability (α=.836).

Also, each subscale showed acceptable reliability: alterna-

tive search (α=.784); decision difficulty (α=.749); and high

standards (α=.669).

3.2 Results and discussion

Table 1 presents maximization (both a composite score and

subscales) correlations with positivity ratings and descrip-

tive statistics for each measure. As expected, a composite

score of maximization is related to the positivity drop, which

is consistent with Litt and Tormala’s (2010) fragile enhance-

ment effect. That is, when people feel decision as difficult

and are less certain about their choice, they exaggerate initial

positivity ratings (r=.21, p<.05), but then this positivity bub-

ble collapses, resulting in a drop in positivity ratings (r=.17,

p<.10), supporting H1.

More importantly, however, the three components of the

maximization scale differed in the direction of their re-
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Table 1: Maximization Correlations with Positivity and Descriptive Statistics (Study 1).

Correlations Descriptive

Max DD AS HS Mean SD Range

Pre-attack positivity .21∗ .07 .16 .35∗∗ 7.62 1.16 1, 9

Post-attack positivity −.03 −.20∗ −.01 .21∗ 6.16 1.81 1, 9

Positivity drop .17+ .25∗ .11 .02 1.45 1.76 -8, 8

Maximizing (DD, AS, HS) 1.00 4.13 1.03 1, 7

Decision difficulty (DD) .78∗∗ 1.00 3.82 1.38 1, 7

Alternative search (AS) .91∗∗ .54∗∗ 1.00 4.17 1.26 1, 7

High standards (HS) .60∗∗ .19+ .43∗∗ 1.00 4.48 1.21 1, 7

+ p<.10; ∗ p<.05; ∗∗ p<.01 .

lationship with pre-attack positivity, post-attack positivity,

and positivity drop. When faced with negative feedback

about one’s choice, high standards increased positivity rat-

ings (r=.21, p<.05) while decision difficulty lowered positiv-

ity (r=–.20, p<.05). Alternative search did not affect any of

the positivity ratings. As a result, a greater positivity drop

was observed as decision difficulty increased (r=.25, p<.05),

supporting H2. Table 2 presents mean positivity ratings for

those low and high on maximizing scores based on median

splits for illustrative purposes.

Consistent with our theorizing, Study 1 provides initial

evidence that maximizers are more vulnerable to negative

feedback about their choice. This result can help explain

previous research findings that suggest maximizers are un-

happy decision makers. Because maximizers cannot ad-

equately handle dissonant experiences, which is a key in

maintaining life satisfaction, they might have low levels of

subjective well-being and life satisfaction overall. However,

when maximization is decomposed into subscales (i.e., HS,

AS, and DD), only the decision difficulty component drove

this effect.

4 Study 2: Maximization Inventory

(Turner et al., 2012)

Study 2 conceptually replicated the findings from Study 1

with different measures and conceptualization of maximiza-

tion. We used the Maximization Inventory (MI, Turner et al.,

2012) for several reasons. First, MI includes a separate mea-

sure of satisficing. While Schwartz et al.’s (2002) MS treats

satisficing and maximizing tendencies as opposite ends of

the same continuum (i.e., low maximization scores indicate

high satisficing), MI introduces an independent satisficing

scale. If maximizers are vulnerable to negative feedback

but satisficers are not, as H1 suggests, then a separate sat-

isficing scale should predict insensitivity toward negative

feedback. Second, like the MS in Study 1, MI includes a

decision difficulty component, allowing us to test H2, i.e.,

whether decision difficulty drives the effect of maximizers’

vulnerability to negative feedback.

4.1 Method

Participants. One hundred and sixty-eight participants

(Mage=39.18 years, 50.3% males) were recruited from Ama-

zon Mechanical Turk and participated in Study 2.

Procedure and Measures. Participants went through the

same product choice scenario as in Study 1, with a different

scale to measure maximizing and satisficing, the Maximiza-

tion Inventory (MI, Turner et al., 2012). The 34-item MI

consists of three subscales and each subscale showed accept-

able levels of reliability in our sample: satisficing (10-item,

α=.81), decision difficulty (12-item, α=.92), and alternative

search (12-item, α=.88). Participants indicated the degree

to which they agreed or disagreed with the sentence on a

7-point scale (1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree). Deci-

sion difficulty and alternative search subscales are intended

to be averaged into a composite scale, representing a maxi-

mizing tendency (α=.90; see Rim, 2012; Turner et al., 2012).

In addition to analyzing a composite score of maximization,

we investigated the distinct roles of each component as well.

4.2 Results and discussion

Table 3 presents maximizing (both a composite score and

subscales) and satisficing correlations with positivity ratings

and descriptive statistics for each measure.

Again, consistent with the results from Study 1, a com-

posite score of maximizing is related to positivity drop,

r=.17, p<.05, supporting H1. Also, this effect was largely

attributable to a decision difficulty component, r=.19, p<.05,

supporting H2.

Satisficers, on the other hand, did not report such positivity

drop, r=–.10, n.s. Instead, satisficers increased positivity
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Table 2: Mean positivity ratings for low vs. high maximizing/satisficing scores (median split).

Study 1

Maximizing Decision difficulty Alternative search High standards

Low High Low High Low High Low High

Pre-attack positivity 7.50 7.73 7.69 7.55 7.48 7.75 7.36 7.91

Post-attack positivity 6.16 6.16 6.50 5.84 6.08 6.24 5.98 6.37

Positivity drop 1.34 1.57 1.19 1.71 1.40 1.51 1.38 1.54

Study 2

Maximizing Decision difficulty Alternative search Satisficing

Low High Low High Low High Low High

Pre-attack positivity 7.54 7.48 7.59 7.43 7.24 7.79 7.23 7.87

Post-attack positivity 6.18 5.93 6.40 5.70 5.95 6.15 5.69 6.51

Positivity drop 1.36 1.55 1.19 1.73 1.29 1.63 1.54 1.36

Study 3

Maximization goal Maximization strategy Perceived decis. difficulty Satisficing

Low High Low High Low High Low High

Pre-attack positivity 7.36 7.84 7.18 7.96 7.83 7.33 7.33 7.88

Post-attack positivity 5.64 5.71 5.59 5.75 6.49 4.67 5.29 6.06

Positivity drop 1.72 2.12 1.59 2.21 1.34 2.65 2.04 1.81

ratings after receiving negative feedback about their choice,

r=.32, p<.01. For illustrative purposes, Table 2 presents

mean positivity ratings for low and high on maximizing and

satisficing scores based on median splits.

Using a different measurement of maximization, Study

2 replicated the findings from Study 1. The current con-

ceptualization of maximization (i.e., alternative search and

decision difficulty) supported the notion of vulnerable max-

imizers in the face of negative feedback of one’s choice.

Consistent with our theorizing, maximizers exaggerate ini-

tial positivity ratings when they feel the decision as difficult

and are less certain about their choice, but then this positivity

bubble collapses in the face of receiving negative feedback

about their choice.

However, this effect was not observed among satisficers.

As theory suggests, satisficers do not generally feel decision

difficulty and have more confidence in their choice relative

to maximizers. Consequently, they do not care much about

receiving negative feedback about their choice. Satisficers

can resist against negative feedback and even justify their

original choice as a coping strategy by increasing liking

toward their chosen option after receiving negative feedback,

which is a key in maintaining happiness.

As in Study 1, the decision difficulty component was again

mainly responsible for driving maximizers’ vulnerability to

negative feedback. While previous researchers have used

decision difficulty component in conceptualizing maximiz-

ers, a new look at the maximization construct suggested by

Cheek and Schwartz (2016) argued that the maximization

goal to get the best and the maximization strategy of alterna-

tive search are the two defining components of maximization.

As such, decision difficulty is seen as an outcome of max-

imization and not necessarily a defining component of it,

leading to the question: Will maximizers be vulnerable to

negative feedback about their choice (i.e., show a positivity

drop) even in the absence of a decision difficulty component

in the maximization conceptualization? Studies 1 and 2 sug-

gest that the answer is no. To answer this question more

clearly, Study 3 adopts a series of new measures that assess

maximizing and satisficing tendencies, following Cheek and

Schwartz’s (2016) two-component model of maximization.

5 Study 3: Two-component model of

maximization (Cheek & Schwartz,

2016)

In line with Cheek and Schwartz’s (2016) two-component

model of maximization, we conceptualize maximizers as

those who have a maximization goal to get the best and
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Table 3: Maximization correlations with positivity and descriptive statistics (Study 2).

Correlations Descriptive

Max DD AS SAT Mean SD Range

Pre-attack positivity .04 −.12 .23∗∗ .34∗∗ 7.51 1.21 1, 9

Post-attack positivity −.14+ −.27∗∗ .09 .32∗∗ 6.05 1.86 1, 9

Positivity drop .17∗ .19∗ .06 −.10 1.46 1.87 –8, 8

Maximizing (DD, AS) 1.00 4.29 .84 1, 7

Decision difficulty (DD) .85∗∗ 1.00 3.67 1.19 1, 7

Alternative search (AS) .73∗∗ .25∗∗ 1.00 4.91 .93 1, 7

Satisficing (SAT) .03 −.22∗∗ .34∗∗ 1.00 5.69 .65 1, 7

+ p<.10; ∗ p<.05; ∗∗ p<.01.

those who use a maximization strategy of alternative search.

According to Cheek and Schwartz (2016), decision difficulty

is an outcome of maximization. Thus, in Study 3, we adopt

a direct measure of perceived decision difficulty as a sep-

arate question rather than measuring decision difficulty as

a defining component of maximization. It is expected (as

predicted by H2) that the perceived decision difficulty com-

ponent will drive the effect of maximizers’ vulnerability to

negative feedback.

5.1 Method

Participants. Ninety-six participants (Mage=36.58 years,

51% males) were recruited from an online panel and partic-

ipated in Study 3.

Procedure and Measures. Participants went through

the same product choice scenario. This time, maximiz-

ing and satisficing tendencies were measured as per Cheek

and Schwartz’s (2016) recommendation. According to the

two-component model of maximization (Cheek & Schwartz,

2016), measurement of maximization should include the

maximization goal of choosing the best as well as the max-

imization strategy of alternative search. Because there is

no established scale that perfectly fits the model, Cheek

and Schwartz (2016) instead recommended several existing

scales to measure each component of maximization. Fol-

lowing their suggestion, the maximization goal of choosing

the best was measured by Dalal et al.’s (2015) MTS-7. This

scale consists of seven items such as “I never settle” and “No

matter what it takes, I always try to choose the best thing”

(α=.89). Maximization strategy of alternative search was

measured by Turner et al.’s (2012) 12-item alternative search

subscale in their maximization inventory (α=.90). Satisfic-

ing was measured with Misuraca et al.’s (2015) 4-item less

ambitious satisficing scale. This scale includes items such

as “In choosing between alternatives, I stop at the first that

works for me” and “I do not ask for more than what satisfies

me” (α=.40). For all three scales, items were measured using

7-point scales (1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree).

In addition to measuring maximizing tendencies, we mea-

sured perceived decision difficulty. Participants were asked

to indicate how difficult it was to choose one option (1=not

at all difficult, 9=extremely difficult). This allowed us to

examine whether the positivity drop after the product attack

is attributable to the decision difficulty component.

5.2 Results and discussion

Table 4 presents maximizing scales (goal and strategy), per-

ceived decision difficulty, and satisficing scale correlations

with positivity ratings, and descriptive statistics for each

measure.

When decision difficulty is not included as a component

of maximization, maximizers do not appear vulnerable to

negative feedback. Both maximization goal of choosing the

best and maximization strategy of alternative search were

not significantly related to positivity drop. However, as evi-

denced by a positive correlation between perceived decision

difficulty and positivity drop (r=.39, p<.01), decision dif-

ficulty plays the biggest role in predicting vulnerability to

negative feedback about one’s choice. This result suggests

that maladaptive coping that maximizers undergo may be

due to a decision difficulty component.

Although satisficing is not related to positivity drop, a

positive correlation between satisficing tendencies and post-

attack positivity rating provides an important insight as to

understanding satisficers’ coping strategy. Consistent with

the findings from Study 2, satisficers increased positivity

ratings after receiving negative feedback about their choice,

r=.17, p<.10. This result implies that satisficers can justify

their original choice despite counter-attitudinal information,

which can serve as a buffer against negative feedback. Table

2 illustrates the mean positivity ratings for those low and high

on each of the maximizing, perceived decision difficulty, and

satisficing scores based on median splits.
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Table 4: Maximization Correlations with Positivity and Descriptive Statistics (Study 3).

Correlations Descriptive

Max goal Max strategy DD SAT Mean SD Range

Pre-attack positivity .16 .36∗∗ −.24∗ .20+ 7.60 1.04 1, 9

Post-attack positivity −.01 .04 −.49∗∗ .17+ 5.68 2.03 1, 9

Positivity drop .10 .16 .39∗∗ −.07 1.93 1.88 –8, 8

Maximization goal 1.00 4.51 1.15 1, 7

Maximization strategy .68∗∗ 1.00 5.17 .92 1, 7

Decision difficulty (DD) −.02 −.03 1.00 3.57 2.06 1, 9

Satisficing (SAT) −.06 −.08 −.12 1.00 4.25 .90 1, 7

+ p<.10; ∗ p<.05; ∗∗ p<.01.

Also, perceived decision difficulty is not significantly cor-

related with maximization goal (r=–.02) or maximization

strategy (r=–.03). This result may seem odd at first glance

since it goes counter to our understanding of maximization

from previous research. What this result suggests, how-

ever, is that maximizers may not feel decision difficulty at

all times. If maximizers feel decision difficulty, then it can

bring about various secondary consequences such as uncer-

tain attitude toward their choice, regret, or, as in the present

research, greater disappointment when they receive negative

feedback about their choice. If maximizers, those who strive

for choosing the best by considering various alternatives, do

not experience decision difficulty, then such maladaptive,

secondary outcomes may not happen.

Therefore, we posit that previously reported maladap-

tive consequences of maximization may be due to the way

maximization was measured: i.e., the inclusion of a deci-

sion difficulty component. Because numerous maximiza-

tion scales, including the most frequently cited Schwartz et

al.’s (2002) maximization scale, conceptualize maximizers

as those who feel decision difficulty, dysfunctional outcomes

may be largely attributable to the decision difficulty compo-

nent. Being a maximizer alone (i.e., pursuing maximiza-

tion goal and adopting maximization strategy of alternative

search) may not directly cause dysfunctional outcomes such

as lower subjective well-being and disappointment.

6 General discussion

While every consumer desires happiness, striving to have

the best outcomes that can maximize utility, previous re-

search has suggested that maximization does not directly

lead to a happy life. Adding to previous literature that has

examined the relationship between maximization and dissat-

isfaction, this research offers a possible explanation of why

maximizers are known to be unhappier decision makers than

satisficers: because maximizers, as originally defined, fail to

adequately manage dissonant experiences. Throughout three

studies that use different conceptualization and measurement

of maximization, we show that maximizers are more vulner-

able to negative feedback about one’s choice such that they

decreased positivity toward the chosen option to a greater

level than satisficers.

This finding is in line with Sparks et al.’s (2012) research

in which they showed that maximizers do not exhibit a clas-

sic pattern of dissonance reduction, namely, spreading of

alternatives. Sparks et al. (2012) explained that because

maximizers do not commit to their initial choice, they do not

necessarily alter evaluations of both chosen and rejected al-

ternatives, while satisficers report higher liking on the chosen

option but lower liking on the rejected option than the initial

liking. While Sparks et al. (2012) focused on maximizers’

reticence to the chosen option and its subsequent impact on

maximizers’ inaction to reduce choice dissonance, their in-

vestigation does not explicitly explore responses to negative

feedback. We show that maximizers do voice their opinions,

albeit in the negative direction, when they receive negative

feedback about their choice. Also, Sparks et al. (2012) used

a composite measure of maximization and do not examine

how individual maximization subscales correlate with dif-

ferent outcomes. Our results show decision difficulty as

a driving factor in predicting maximizers’ vulnerability in

the context of post-choice dissonance management. This is

because the amount of difficulty that an individual experi-

ences during a decision process affects choice confidence

and resistance against negative feedback about one’s choice.

When decision difficulty was conceptualized as a defining

component of maximization (Study 1 and 2), “maximizers”

show greater positivity drop in the face of negative feedback.

However, in the absence of a decision difficulty component,

a two-component model of maximization (the goal to get the

best and search for alternatives; Cheek & Schwartz, 2016)

did not play a significant role in predicting positivity drop,

while perceived decision difficulty did (Study 3).
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This finding has an important implication in understand-

ing maximization, especially its consequences. Previous re-

search includes somewhat conflicting findings as to whether

outcomes of maximization are truly negative, maladaptive,

and dysfunctional. As discussed earlier, maximization, as

originally defined, has mostly been associated with mal-

adaptive outcomes (e.g., low life satisfaction, Schwartz et

al., 2002; less well adjusted, Chang et al., 2011; at risk for

clinical depression and suicidal ideation, Bruine de Bruin

et al., 2016) while some research reported plainly normal

consequences of maximization as well (e.g., equal levels of

happiness as satisficers; Dalal et al., 2015; Diab et al., 2008).

This contradictory result may be partly due to inconsistent

conceptualization and measurement of maximization, and

more importantly, the inclusion of a decision difficulty com-

ponent in defining maximization. For example, unlike other

maximization subscales such as high standards and alterna-

tive search, decision difficulty subscale negatively correlates

with life satisfaction and subjective happiness, and positively

correlates with depression (Lai, 2010; Nenkov et al., 2008;

Rim et al., 2011). Also, as shown in the present research,

maximizers are clumsy at handling dissonant experiences.

This clumsiness can reduce their happiness and even long-

run life satisfaction. But this effect was observed only when

decision difficulty plays a significant role. All in all, we pos-

tulate previously reported downsides of maximization may

be mostly attributable to the decision difficulty component

in its conceptualization. Future research can explore this

hypothesis by measuring sub-components of maximization

and decision difficulty as we did in this research.

We thus agree with Cheek and Schwartz (2016) that out-

comes of maximization such as decision difficulty should

not be part of the maximization construct. Because deci-

sion difficulty is not a sufficient condition for maximization,

treating maximizers as those who feel chronic decision dif-

ficulty could obscure a true understanding of consequences

of maximization.

Moreover, our findings also lead us to question the as-

sumption that maximizers always feel decision difficulty. In

Study 3, we reported that neither maximization goal (a goal

to get the best outcome) nor maximization strategy (alter-

native search) significantly correlate to perceived decision

difficulty. Similar findings are observed from Lai’s (2010)

research where she found no correlation between a maxi-

mizing tendency (aspiration for high standards and extensive

alternative search) and perceived decision difficulty among

Norwegian samples. These findings suggest that decision

difficulty may not be a definite consequence of maximiza-

tion.

Therefore, it requires a careful approach when examin-

ing a true consequence of maximization. Are maximizers

really unhappy decision makers? While this long-standing

question has spurred a great deal of research in the area of

maximization, there have been different answers and incon-

sistent findings depending on how maximization is concep-

tualized and measured. Yet, thanks to Cheek and Schwartz’s

(2016) initial work to provide conceptual clarity, we now

have a clearer understanding of what really characterizes

maximization: pursuing a goal to get the best while searching

many alternatives. The next step should be then developing

a best suitable scale for assessing maximization. Although

Cheek and Schwartz (2016) recommended several individ-

ual subscales to tentatively study maximizing and satisficing

tendencies, their composite psychometric properties, factor

structures, and correlates to one another have not yet been

studied. Future research should construct a new assessment

of maximization that has appropriate psychometric proper-

ties in order to have a clearer understanding of consequences

of maximization.

To summarize, we show that maximizers are vulnerable

toward negative feedback about their choice. This vulnera-

bility may explain why maximizers have been known as un-

fortunate decision makers. However, this effect was mainly

attributable to the decision difficulty factor in the concep-

tualization of maximization. Without decision difficulty,

maximizing did not correlate to positivity drop in the face

of negative feedback about one’s choice. Based on our find-

ings as well as previous literature that acknowledges the role

of decision difficulty in predicting maladaptive outcomes of

maximization (e.g., Lai, 2010; Nenkov et al., 2008; Rim

et al., 2011), we suggest that previously reported negative

consequences of maximization are largely due to a decision

difficulty factor in its conceptualization. Again the question

is, are “maximizers” (i.e., whose goal is to get the best using

an alternative search strategy, Cheek & Schwartz, 2016) still

unhappy decision makers in the absence of a decision diffi-

culty component? Our findings show that “maximizers” are

not vulnerable to negative feedback anymore when they are

conceptualized following a two-component model of maxi-

mization (Cheek & Schwartz, 2016). Although this results

suggests that “maximizers” might be as happy as satisficers,

it leaves room for further investigation.
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